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Holding the world together

Design and 
application

Flexible global 
logistics

Investing
for growth

High quality 
manufacturing

Sourcing of 
components

Opportunities  
for growth

A large proportion of our sales are  
driven by customer specific assembly 
components within the automotive, 
electronics and domestic appliances sectors. 
Our engineering teams get involved from 
the start of the enquiry and design process, 
helping our multinational OEM customers 
to make the right fastener design decisions 
before full scale production begins

Our eight manufacturing plants 
spread across Asia, Europe and 

the UK provide reliable, timely and 
high quality product to our key 

multinational OEMs around the world. 
The parts we choose to manufacture 

in-house tend to require more  
complex manufacturing processes 

and/or stricter quality requirements. 
This allows us to make best use  

of our extensive engineering 
 know-how to drive the  
greatest value add for  

our customers

Two-thirds of the Group’s revenue 
is sourced from our established 
network of world class external 
suppliers. This means we are 
not restricted by what we can 
manufacture in-house, instead  
we are able to offer our customers  
a truly ‘one-stop’ solution for all
their fasteners and related 
components

We have established secure and proven 
logistic networks across the world, 

offering seamless and reliable supply to 
c. 75 countries. From complex VMI and 

‘Just-in-Time’ delivery to local third party 
warehousing and straightforward  

ex-works solutions, we are able  
to provide the most cost  

effective supply logistics to  
suit our multinational  

OEMs’ needs 

Ongoing capital expenditure in 
new manufacturing and inspection 
plants within our factories is almost 
routine, while sustained growth in 
a number of our key distribution 
locations over the last few years 
is driving investment into our 
warehousing

The strong relationships we have  
built with our key global multinational 

OEMs over the last 45+ years are 
considered a significant asset to 

the Group. We continue to prioritise 
the development, protection and 

maintenance of these relationships so 
as to grow our market share with them 

across the world

Our Group business model
We are a 24/7 ‘full service provider’ offering ‘end-to-end’ support to all our customers 
TR is a recognised and established global brand across a wide range of manufacturing sectors. We pride ourselves on the  
end-to-end support that we offer to all customers. We don’t just sell industrial fastenings – we design, we problem-solve, we 
engineer, we manufacture, we source and we reliably deliver high quality, often complex components and logistical solutions to 
production lines across the world. 

Our success and ongoing growth is based on a unique blend of high quality in-house manufacturing, our long-standing customer 
relationships, sourcing know-how and adaptable, consistently reliable global logistics.




